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Abstract: Knowledge of the environment and its weaknesses is the first step in addressing urban
development in a more sustainable direction, seeking, for example, to limit the occupation of new
land. This research presents a methodology for identifying unused buildings in rural areas and
providing strategies for the recovery and reuse of building heritage. The reuse of idle buildings,
which are numerous and widespread in Italian agricultural areas, represents a valid opportunity
to contain land occupation, redevelop unused areas (often degraded) and develop employment
opportunities and social dynamics (as in the case of nonresidential use). The paper defines an
expeditious methodology for the identification and subsequent mapping, on a municipal scale, of the
unused building heritage that is external to the consolidated urban fabric. The initial data from
a case study for the municipality of Chiari (in Italy) are significant: more than 370 unused real
estate structures were identified. A successive analysis identified the individual buildings that were
completely unused and proposes an assessment of their potential recovery value. This methodology
can be useful for directing municipal urban planning strategies and regulations for the recovery of
buildings in rural areas and for environmentally acceptable land utilization.
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1. Introduction

The term “abandoned building heritage” can be used to illustrate numerous conditions of land
or building inactivity: large abandoned and sometimes contaminated industrial areas, uninhabited
residential buildings dispersed over the municipality, large buildings that have lost their functionality
(service or recreational) or agricultural areas that no longer perform their function and are left
abandoned. This universe of non-use was well illustrated, for example, by Garda and Gambazza [1].

The management of building recovery, in a broad sense, is the responsibility of various
organizations. Focusing on the possibilities of local public administrations, knowledge of the
phenomenon is the starting point for implementing actions to solve the problem, but this knowledge
is not always readably available. Small and medium-small municipalities do not always have the
resources (economic, technical and personnel) to carry out supplementary analyses in addition to the
“classic” ones foreseen by the drafting of urban plans.

However, to better manage their municipality, the administrators should be in a position to
identify unused areas: for large industrial production activities, the information is well-known and
available, but for individual buildings or real estate units, the knowledge is not immediately available.
In historical centers or in the most populated areas, “empty” buildings are visible to an observant eye,
but in rural or agricultural environments, the research becomes more complicated.

In Italy’s rural areas, the use of buildings can be for agricultural production, secondary
production, residential—even of small dimensions (small houses or farmers’ residences)—or
holiday accommodation.
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The analysis of these small empty buildings is the first step in their recovery and to help optimize
and contain land use and occupation. The problems caused by urban development are intensely
investigated, but the solutions are not as widespread and focus on cities [2–9]. The redevelopment
of existing idle buildings—also in the rural area—could be a valid solution in the reduction of free
land urbanization and make existing areas newly attractive. It would also reduce the social and
environmental risks originating from the presence of degraded areas, would improve the landscape
and its perception and generate new jobs in nonresidential areas.

The search for international literature (Web of Science limiting research of the following categories:
architecture, civil engineering, environmental engineering, environmental science, environmental
studies, green sustainable science technology, multidisciplinary humanities, regional urban planning,
social science interdisciplinarity and urban studies) that deals with the very specific case of
unused buildings in the rural area by combining the terms “unused/decommissioned/empty” with
“building/fabric” in “rural area” or “agricultural area” has not produced appreciable results for its
specificity and demonstrates the originality of the theme proposed in this paper. The very few articles
that can be identified on the topic (36) deal with similar topics, but from a completely different point of
view to the one being investigated:

• Tourism [10–12];
• Animal husbandry [13–15];
• Decommissioned school facilities [16] and churches [17] or manufacturing facilities [18],

for example mills [19] and dams [20];
• Construction and management of new agricultural villages, especially in China [21–25].

There have also been studies on the city–countryside relationship, but they are not completely
relevant to the present paper’s focus [26–28].

The search for contributions in the Italian national literature (the result of a bibliographic research
in the indexed search engine of the publisher Franco Angeli was considered for the terms “edifici AND
dismessi OR inutilizzati AND agricolo OR rurale”, which resulted in 39 contributions, of which 12 were
not relevant. The useful contributions are described in the text), similarly to the international cases,
presents for the most part papers of similar themes, but not focused on identifying the abandoned
building heritage in rural areas. They discuss:

• Rural heritage intended as a cultural asset [29];
• Urban agriculture, agri-food networks and urban gardens [30–32];
• Mechanisms to limit land use, such as the transfer of building rights [33] or tax increment financing

for brownfields [34];
• Extension of the circular economy to the territory [35];
• Census and redevelopment of military areas or buildings and barracks [36–41];
• System of infrastructures and facilities, in the broadest sense, that need to be recovered in physical

and social terms [42,43], for example as public housing [44–46] o historical centers [47];
• Vacant commercial areas [1];
• Recovery of abandoned production sites and brownfields [48–50], including large technological

infrastructure [51,52];
• Demolition as a means of rebuilding [53];
• Relationship between city and countryside and peri-urban areas [54–56];
• Energy requalification of buildings [57,58];
• Redevelopment of sites that hosted large temporary events [59,60];
• Urban regeneration tools [61–65].

Entering into the details of some of the contributions identified, we believe that there are some
terminological analogies between the present study and that of Garda and Gambazza [1], which deals
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with abandoned small-scale buildings characterized by functional autonomy (micro-abandonment) but
focuses on abandoned commercial spaces within a neighborhood, and which illustrates the extreme
variability of the phenomena of abandonment present on the Italian territory and their “taxonomy”.
It does not, however, specify a particular methodology for the survey of the commercial spaces under
investigation, which could be carried out utilizing the official sources available regarding commercial
activities within a city neighborhood.

Treu’s contribution [66] focuses instead on the reasons why it is important to protect and enhance
agricultural areas and how this issue is not only a function of urban planning tools and sector policies.
The issue of land consumption and its link with the reduction of the area and quality of the agricultural
area is certainly the fil rouge of the paper, which also highlights the problems, policies and tools of plans
associated with rural management. The paper does not deal with abandoned buildings, but with the
generalities of the rural area.

Galdini’s contribution [67], on the other hand, actually deals with urban voids, meant as unused
areas of the city (in particular in some metropolises). He proposes solutions for their temporary
redevelopment with the involvement of citizens. This allows them to regain possession of these places
with renewed, accessible functions that respond effectively to their social needs. Again, we are dealing
with the theme of buildings or open spaces abandoned within the city (not in the rural area, as is the
focus of the present study).

From the bibliographic analysis presented, a gap in the literature is evident. It is therefore believed
that the investigation proposed in this paper is rather original and, as indicated, useful and of value for
local governance activities.

In Italy, medium-small municipalities in terms of population and not necessarily in terms of
territorial extension generally do not have many resources to invest in urban surveys. Inspections to
verify the phenomena “on-site” are very expensive and time-consuming activities that are not always
within their capabilities. With the method proposed, local administrations would be able to exploit a
tool that maximizes the knowledge already in their possession, integrate it into open-source knowledge
and minimize the need for on-site inspections. Thanks to the information obtained from this method,
which permits the identification of all buildings and real estate units abandoned in the rural area,
it will be possible to better organize urban planning strategies and regulations aimed at the recovery or
demolition of buildings based on efficiency criteria for single buildings and their positions.

2. Materials and Methods: Methodology to Identify Unused Buildings in Rural Areas

2.1. Identification of Unused Buildings in Rural Areas

The objective of this method is the identification of unused real estate units and of entirely unused
buildings in rural areas. It is based on six different database identities that can be correlated with each
other and the supporting information contained in municipal urban plans (in Italy).

The correlation between the databases is possible thanks to the use of the land register database
(owned by the municipality), which associates a unique code ("ecografico" code) with each real estate unit
in both tabular and cartographic form (Geographic Information System environment). This reference
allows the integration of all the available databases and, for subsequent steps, distinguishing between
and mapping used and idle real estate units. The six electronic databases necessary for the analysis are:

• The municipal databases of the unused residential real estate units (if available, alternatively the
entire one) (cadastre database).

• The municipal databases of the non-residential real estate units (if available, alternatively the
entire one) (cadastre database).

• The municipal waste tax database.
• The database of active agricultural enterprises (provided by the regional health protection agency).
• Public telephone records.
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The methodology is structured in several successive phases (Figure 1):

1. The development of an integrated database with all the data available for the residential
or non-residential functions (table and map) utilizing a GIS (Geographic Information
System) software.

2. The application of exclusion hypotheses to the basic database so as to obtain a subset of unused
real estate units.

3. The association of real estate units with reference buildings to obtain entirely unused buildings.
4. On-site analysis of only partially and entirely unused buildings to verify the early stages of the

method and evaluate the state of conservation of the buildings.
5. Elimination of recurring errors that emerged from the previous phase and identification of only

entirely unused buildings.
6. Analysis of the municipal urban plan to understand typology, characteristics and reference

standards of the rural areas in which the entirely unused buildings fall.
7. Analysis of the recovery potential of entirely unused buildings to propose local strategies.
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The initial phase of the method involves the progressive elimination from the starting database of
the definitely occupied or used real estate units that are therefore not included in the final database.
This elimination is based on a series of consequential hypotheses:

• Real estate units in agricultural areas are not found in the consolidated urban fabric (Land on
which the construction or transformation of the site has already taken place, including freely
enclosed or completed areas);

• Real estate units already demolished or suppressed should not be considered in the analysis;
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• Unused real estate units do not pay taxes for waste;
• Unused real estate units do not coincide with active farms;
• Unused real estate units do not have a reference telephone number;
• Unused real estate units do not fall within a lot of an active farm;
• Unused real estate units do not fall within a lot of an active non-agricultural production company.

Through the progressive elimination of data that do not satisfy these hypotheses, it is possible
to identify the unused real estate units in rural areas. The residential or non-residential function
is identified upstream of the analysis using the residential or the non-residential real estate unit’s
database subjected to the exclusion hypotheses.

The next phase (3) of the analysis method involves the association of the real estate units with the
reference buildings to identify entirely unused buildings. If the building coincides with only one real
estate unit, identification is immediate. If there are multiple real estate units in a building, three cases
may arise:

• All real estate units are used—then the building is fully used.
• Only some real estate units are used—then the building is partially used.
• All the real estate units are not used—then the building is entirely unused.

The latter case is the only one useful for achieving the goal of the analysis.
To evaluate the cases in which the real estate units (with point data format) fall within the same

building and therefore in the same lot (with polygon data format) the cartographic representation
(with GIS software) of both contents is exploited. By mapping the used and unused real estate units
separately, it is possible to visually evaluate when all the real estate units fall within the same building.

The subsequent on-site check, phase 4, allows to verify the correctness of the exclusion hypotheses
utilized in the first part of the method and also the correctness of the municipal land register database
on a limited sample (only completely unused buildings). The correspondence between the real estate
unit and the building is linked to the internal apartment number and the house number. A building
can have a single apartment number and a single house number, several apartment numbers and a
single house number, or more than one house number.

The on-site analysis also permits an easy assessment of the state of conservation of the buildings.
Unused buildings can be classified as:

• Ruins (buildings in a state of decay with a deterioration of the architectural elements and, at the
same time, of the structural elements; therefore they are unusable and uninhabitable).

• In poor condition (buildings in a state of decay with a deterioration of the architectural elements,
but with undamaged structural elements).

• In good condition (buildings that are in useable condition or are under renovation).

The on-site analysis can also help identify any material errors in the databases or in the hypotheses
of the method (phase 5).

The next phase (6) of the method involves analyzing the municipal urban plan to understand
what land uses and rules are envisaged in rural areas where there are unused buildings.

The last phase (7) provides for the analysis of the recovery potential of entirely unused buildings
to propose local strategies.

2.2. Analysis of the Recovery Potential of Entirely Unused Buildings

The analysis uses objective criteria to make the assessment and assigns a score to each building.
The six independent criteria for assessing the recovery potential of unused buildings are:

• Conservation status;
• Accessibility to main roads;
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• Proximity to the consolidated urban fabric;
• Elements of architectural value;
• Elements of landscape value;
• Degradation elements.

The state of conservation is assessed thanks to the on-site analysis, carried out under part 4 of the
method. In particular, the score for these criteria is:

• −1: buildings in ruins;
• 0: buildings in poor condition;
• 1: buildings in good condition.

States of conservation and relative scores, descriptions of the state of conservation and suggestive
images are shown in Figure 2.
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Accessibility to main roads is assessed with a score of 1 if the unused building lot is adjacent to a
main road or 500 m from a motorway exit, or the entrance to a principal or minor rural arterial roads,
or high-traffic roads (such as freeways). The score is 0 if it does not meet any of these conditions.

The proximity to the consolidated urban fabric is assessed based on the land uses for agricultural
and rural areas as indicated by the municipal urban plan. The land use closest to the consolidated
urban fabric is identified, typically in Italy, as "safeguard" or "protection"; a score of 1 is assigned if the
unused building falls in this area while the score is equal to 0 if the unused building is adjacent to this
area and equal to −1 in all other cases.

The elements examined for determining the architectural value of the buildings are identified
using the municipal landscape plan attached to the urban plan. This document defines for each
building historical and architectural features and the presence of significant, constructive and decorative
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elements, and attributes a value based on the relationship within the overall context. For each building,
the significant architectural elements are indicated, including, for example: arches, vaults, columns,
ancient courtyards, portals, porticoes, tiled roofs, decorations, pictorial decorations, dovecote towers,
etc.—a value of 1 is assigned for the presence of one of the elements of architectural value, and otherwise
0 is assigned.

The landscape value of the area surrounding the unused building is assessed based on the presence
of natural elements or areas of environmental and ecological value. Areas of environmental and
ecological value have been defined as:

• Areas of high perceptual value, characterized by the presence of physical, environmental and/or
historical-cultural factors that determine the overall quality. These areas play an essential
role in recognizing the system of historical and cultural heritage and settlement permanence,
as well as in safeguarding highly significant landscapes. (Sources: municipal urban plan,
landscape component).

• Itineraries with a landscape value. (sources: municipal urban plan, landscape component).
• Cycle paths. Soft mobility is an important element for the establishment of both tourist and

residential functions and similar services for the community.
• Areas of archaeological value. These are considered points of interest and value for any future

residences or accommodation activities.
• Restricted areas bordering minor watercourses and wooded areas.
• Restricted areas (250 m) surrounding scattered settlements of ancient formation of historical and

environmental interest. These areas above all identify small urban agglomerations of historical
interest (source: municipal urban plan).

• Areas of environmental landscape protection and ecological value (source: municipal urban plan).

If the unused building falls into one of these areas or is close to (visible from) a valuable element,
1 point is awarded. If there are no elements of landscape value, the score is 0.

The last element investigated to assess the recovery potential of unused buildings is the presence
of deterioration elements. The presence of the buildings within the following degradation areas was
therefore assessed:

• Restricted areas bordering a motorway (250 m), implying the presence of the motorway but
without access;

• Restricted areas surrounding quarries and landfills (200 m);
• Restricted areas for active breeding farms. The dimensions of the buffer zones for breeding are

variable according to the number of animals, regulated by hygiene regulations. The municipal
urban plan can derogate these bands only under certain conditions—to ensure a higher level of
data validity, the larger area will be considered.

If the unused building is located within one of the degraded areas, a score of −1 is assigned;
otherwise 0 is assigned.

The degree of recovery potential of unused buildings is calculated by adding up the scores of
each criterion. The rating scale is as shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Score and criterion of the degree of recovery potential for rural buildings.

Recovery Potential Score Description

High >3

Buildings are more predisposed toward a possible recovery.
These buildings are enhanced by at least two of the following aspects:
building conditions, relationship with road infrastructure and urban

core, and proximity to landscape points of interest. They are not close to
elements of degradation.

Medium 1 or 2

Buildings are qualified to be recovered. These are buildings enhanced
by at least one of the following aspects: building conditions, relationship
with road infrastructures and urban core, and proximity to landscape

points of interest. They are rarely near elements of degradation.

Low 0

Buildings are less predisposed toward a possible recovery. In these
buildings, the negative factors counterbalance positive ones, resulting
an overall zero value of the building improvement. They are mostly

located near elements of degradation.

Null <0

Buildings are not predisposed toward a possible recovery. In these
buildings, the negative factors outweigh the positive ones, determining

an overall negative value for building renovation. They are mainly
located near elements of degradation.

3. Results: Case Study of the Municipality of Chiari

3.1. Presentation of the Case Study

The municipality of Chiari is a town of almost 19,000 inhabitants, located in north-western Italy in
the province of Brescia. In the Italian context, it is a medium-sized municipality and is the seventh
municipality in the province of Brescia by population. It has an area of 38 sq km and a population
density of 498 residents/sq km, which is almost double the provincial average. The municipal urban
plan, approved in 2017, provides among its guidelines for the containment of land occupation and
the recovery of abandoned and unused areas. The plan does not envisage significant population
increases. Chiari has a very varied economy that ranges from the industrial sector to the agricultural
and commercial sectors. Its companies are active in various production sectors: semi-finished brass
products, textiles, food, woodworking etc. The agricultural activity consists of cereal products and
derivatives from the dairy sector. The tertiary sector is highly developed and favored by the location
of the city at the intersection of important road and railway junctions in the province of Brescia.

The morphology of the consolidated urban fabric (as defined by the regional law L.12/2005) of the
municipality of Chiari tends to be compact (Figure 3).

The municipality of Chiari also has agricultural areas of strategic interest (Provincial Coordination
Plan of Brescia Province, art. 47–77, approved in 2014) for an area of about 29 sq km, as shown in the
yellow background in Figure 4.

The agricultural area of Chiari does not present elements of natural development, but has been
completely transformed by anthropic action, starting with the introduction of important irrigation
works and high agricultural sectoring.

Historical literature shows that in 1934, when the municipality had about 13,500 inhabitants,
almost half lived in the rural area (6000 inhabitants) and the buildings destined for this population
numbered between 426 and 550 (the data are taken from two different sources: the site http://italia.
indettaglio.it, which lists all the rural residential buildings existing before 1945, and the monograph
of the Municipality of Chiari cited by the historian Mino Facchetti. The document is not signed or
dated, according to Facchinetti it is a draft drawn up by the Municipality of Chiari towards the end of
1935). In 2016 15.3% of the population resided in the rural areas of Chiari (2875 inhabitants resided in
hamlets, localities and scattered houses) while there were rural 637 buildings of which 563 were for
residential use.

http://italia.indettaglio.it
http://italia.indettaglio.it
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The accelerated evolution of the agricultural and livestock sector, the new needs of the population,
the increase in residents not involved in agricultural activity and new infrastructures (for example a
new highway) and activities (for example photovoltaic fields on the ground and biogas plants) are just
some of the factors that are significantly changing the agricultural areas.

The case study is emblematic for the morphological characteristics of the municipality, the situation
of the agricultural areas, the indications highlighted by the urban plan and the will of the municipal
administrators to investigate the situation and problems of the agricultural areas through a specific
part of the urban plan dedicated to agricultural areas.

3.2. Results

The methodology proposed in this paper made it possible to identify 337 unused units in
agricultural areas in the municipality of Chiari, of which were 132 for residential use and 205 were
for non-residential use, starting from an initial database of 1749 residential units and 19,543 real
estate units.

The method utilized the QGIS geo-referenced data processing program to analyze the data.
Figure 5 shows the mapping of the unused residential (red) and non-residential (green) real

estate units.
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The municipality lends itself to a subdivision close to that of the four “square” ones that characterize
it from the historical point of view. The southeast quadrant has 31% of the unused real estate units
(equal to 102), the northwest quadrant 26%, the northeast quadrant 23% and the southwest quadrant
20% (Table 2).

Table 2. Unused real estate units in agricultural areas in the municipality of Chiari divided to quadrants.

Unused Real Estate Units

Quadrant Residential Non Residential Total

Northwest 34 52 86

Northeast 20 59 79

Southwest 34 35 69

Southeast 44 58 102

Total 132 205 337

The on-site checks were concentrated on the southeast quadrant, that is, the one with the highest
number of unused real estate units.

Through phases 3 and 4 of the method concerning the transition from unused real estate units to
unused buildings, 80 buildings partially or entirely unused were identified in the southeast quadrant.

In particular, by comparing the data on the degree of use of the buildings and their state of
conservation, the first result of 32 completely unused buildings was achieved. By eliminating recurring
errors of the analysis and non-catalogable buildings (not possible to find the degree of use of the real
estate units), a 44 completely unused buildings in the rural area were definitively identified.

The recurring errors were classified as:

• “Ghost buildings” or buildings present in the municipal land register database, which in reality
are ruins or non-existent;

• “Buildings catalogued by mistake”, or ruins subject to the waste tax.

The 44 entirely unused buildings have approximately 12,000 square meters of available surface.
The analysis of the recovery potential of unused buildings showed that:

• A total of 21 buildings have null recovery potential;
• Five buildings have low recovery potential;
• A total of 18 buildings have medium or high recovery potential.

An analysis of the municipal urban plan also allowed identifying the land use for the 337 unused
real estate units. In particular, Table 3 shows the prevalence of units in the productive agricultural areas,
in the agricultural areas with landscape-environmental and ecological values and in the agricultural
areas for the control of urban development.

Table 3. Division of unused real estate units according to land use. For each agricultural land use the
reference rule (article) of the municipal urban plan that describes it is reported.

Real Estate
Units

Productive
Agricultural

Areas (Art. 35)

Agricultural Areas with
Landscape-

Environmental and
Ecological Value (Art. 36)

Agricultural Areas for the
Control of Urban

Development (Art. 36 bis)

Areas for Flower
Nursery Activities

(Art. 36 ter)

Areas with Mining
Activities Subject to

Environmental
Recovery Projects

(Art. 34 Quinques)

Residential 108 10 14 0 0

Non
Residential 145 9 38 1 12

Total 253 19 52 1 12
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4. Discussion and Conclusions

The major limitation of the proposed method is certainly the availability of data used to build
the initial database and the possibility of integrating data from different sources due to a unique
identification code for each real estate unit. Additionally, once the selection of unused buildings
has been made, the possibility remains that some of them were not catalogued, as it is not possible
to ascertain the degree of use of the real estate units. In other cases, even such cases appear in
insignificant numbers, it is not possible to associate the real estate units to the relative building because
the identification code of the units may refer to buildings demolished in recent times compared to the
analysis data or present errors that do not allow the traceability of the relevant building. The material
errors in the formation of the database or the progressive evolution of the environment, if present,
are within acceptable limits for the research methodology.

The last problem encountered is related to the on-site check, which does not always permit the
definition of the degree of use of the building because the real estate units are not always visible or
accessible from the road.

The only method comparable to the one proposed starts from an official open-source database
that reports whether abusiness in a building or in real estate unit is working and refers only to specific
land use (commercial) [1]. It is therefore not possible to make comparisons with other methods of
investigation because they do not have the same purpose or the same subject.

Despite these limitations, the case study demonstrates the possibility, even for medium-small
municipalities, to know their territory immediately and to evaluate the degree of use of rural areas.
This degree of use is fundamental knowledge needed to establish policies and actions aimed at active
land containment. From an operational point of view, without this valuable information, it is not
possible to identify policies to better manage rural areas and it would not be possible to identify
targeted actions for restructuring, or provide incentives for the demolition of buildings in rural
areas. Additionally, the proposed method has the advantage of being applicable through open-source
software, thanks to which the on-site analysis, which is longer and more expensive than the processing
work, is reduced to a minimum.

It is important to highlight the possibility to integrate the methodology proposed with additional
data in the GIS environment, for example, remote sensing data. This integration could be useful to
implement other spatial multi-criteria analyses.

It would be desirable to extend the research to municipalities with different morphological
characteristics and territorial vocations to determine comparisons and significant trends regarding
the degree of use (and building abandonment) in rural areas. Even an extension of the method to
the super-municipal scale would provide useful information to more municipalities that could thus
coordinate their strategies and actions.
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